TECH SUPPORT

The Unity Agency is delighted to represent this exciting emerging talent.
Tech Support is a 21 year-old producer and DJ based in Brighton with a line in
stripped back, club ready deep house and disco edits that impressively belie his
short few years on the scene. New York label Homage quickly spotted his emerging
potential and reached out for a release. The product of that collaboration - The
Inside Out EP reached the Top 10 of the Juno Charts in its first week - Tech Support
was quickly gaining good ground.
An official edit of Black Loops – Baustelle on Neovinyl and an EP with J Wax on
Nerang have further cemented his reputation as a formidable producer.
In 2018 he released several EPs gaining the support from established artists such as
Dan Shake, Laurence Guy and Jacques Renault among others. Notably, in 2019 he
has played a headline show in Berlin, supported Joey Negro at XOYO and Nick The
Record at The Bullingdon in Oxford, and a B2B with Dan Shake in Swansea proved
to be a highlight of the year so far.
Tech Support is a regular on 1BTN doing lengthy and eclectic radio shows exploring
the different corners of his record collection that he otherwise would not get the
chance to in a club setting.
Over the past year he has been making waves as a serious digger of obscure 80s
synth music and disco; most recently doing a 2 hour mix for Irish institution Four Four
Magazine that set him apart from his contemporaries.

For bookings contact: paul@theunityagency.co.uk
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